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Because we all live
in the area, we want
to do the right thing
for our customers
and communities.
We have a simple guiding principle: to do the right thing
and delight the buyers of our individual homes.
So, we only look to create a small, select number of
developments in beautiful locations within a 45-minute
drive of our Fair Oak headquarters.
Furthermore, with our family of employees all living locally
and united by a shared passion for the quality of our homes,
it means that we genuinely care.
We care about what we build, where we build and how we
build it, caring to create a special experience for our buyers.
For us, housebuilding has never been about building boxes
or ticking boxes. It’s about enriching the lives of those that
buy our homes; and further enriching the beautiful county

I love all of it, so there isn’t just one feature.

of Hampshire, where we all choose to live. So, in years to

It’s the overall space, the design, the room sizes

come, we can proudly say, “We built that”.

and the garden size. I don’t think you get this
with any other new home. Everyone told me
that buying new, you’d compromise on small
rooms and a small garden.
I haven’t compromised on anything.
I’ve gained quality with Bargate.
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The Bargate ‘Family Tree’ at our Fair Oak headquarters.
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hy I love living
in Bishop’s Waltham
Rob Lambie, Sales and Marketing
Director, tells us why he wouldn’t want
to live anywhere else…
Our relocation brief was ‘rural and connected’,
following many happy years of living in Old
Bedhampton. So, when Bargate acquired its first
development in Bishop’s Waltham, our decision
was made for us.
Call me biased, but I know how well our homes are
designed and built – and the town has a charm all of
its own.
To say things have worked out is an understatement.
From a practical perspective, it is very well connected.

Lifestyle-wise, it has offered everything we hoped for.
We love walking, and from our home we have a
number of favourite routes, all of which – purely by
chance – have a super country pub along the way!
The Hampshire Bowman at Dundridge, The
Brushmakers Arms at Upham, The White Lion at
Soberton and The Robin Hood at Durley… what
a choice! Becoming familiar with the surrounding
countryside, while seeing the seasons change,
gives a real sense of belonging.

Access to the M27, M3, mainline railway at Botley and

What we hadn’t factored in was how friendly the

Southampton airport couldn’t be easier.

place is. For us, a regular Sunday morning ritual is a

The village has everything we need right on the
doorstep, with a doctor’s, dentist’s, two banks, a post
office, lots of thriving local shops, numerous good
restaurants, pubs and coffee shops…
It’s also a very sociable place to live, with frequent
events on the high street, a summer music festival
in the palace ruins, summer fair and firework display.
Indeed, recently retired friends commented how,
even if they wanted to, they couldn’t fit in the time to
work, given everything that is going on and the many

leisurely walk into the village, via St. Peter’s Church
and St. Peter’s Street, picking up the Sunday papers
and popping into Josie’s for a coffee. Invariably we
end up chatting to neighbours, friends or passers-by.
When you go for a meal, or pop out for a pint, there
are always familiar, friendly faces. How nice is that?
In short, as is often the case, it’s the people who
make the place – both my wife and I consider
ourselves incredibly fortunate to live in a lovely new
home, in a lovely village, among lovely people.

clubs and societies of which they are members.
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place where people have passed the time of day…
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…for centuries
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Hylands

Josie’s

7-minute walk

7-minute walk

A staple of Bishop’s Waltham high street, Hylands
has served the local community with fresh fruit and
With a glowing reputation throughout Hampshire,

vegetable produce for over 40 years. A perfect example

first born on Bishop’s Waltham high street, the original

of the traditional greengrocer, but with a thoroughly

Josie’s café is always alive with the hustle and bustle of

modern setup including online purchase and home

vibrant village life. Stop by for breakfast, lunch or even

delivery, you can also find an array of plants and flowers

just a coffee, you’ll always find someone with a story to

available to purchase to the rear of the store.

tell. With food made from only the best ingredients,
often sourced from local suppliers. Josie’s typifies an
independent spirit which is the hallmark of its location.

The
Natural Deli
8-minute walk

Whether you’re stopping by for a quick coffee or sitting out
in the delightful rear terrace for some food, The Natural
Deli offers a warm and relaxing atmosphere while serving
food made from award-winning producers, all locally
sourced. In addition to the food served, you can find a
choice of organic, whole food products on the shelves to
purchase and take home.

Palace Ruins
9-minute walk

Once home to some of the richest and most powerful
churchmen in Europe, The Bishops of Winchester, Bishop’s
Waltham Palace was once of the finest residences in the
south of England. Today, much of the foundations still
remain, and offer a glimpse into the lavish structure that once
stood. Take a stroll along through the grounds and along the
nearby lake, or even visit the Town Museum housed on the
ground floor of the palace’s former lodgings.

Peter Atkinson’s
Anyfish

Three Choirs
Vineyard

10-minute drive

7-minute walk

With British bubbly the talk of wine reviews, how wonderful
So much more than just a fishmonger’s, Anyfish serves a
fantastic selection of only the freshest, sustainable seafood
and meat. Drop by to explore delicious accompaniments,
plenty of menu ideas and even the opportunity to catch your
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own fish, by way of specially arranged charter boat trips!

to have Three Choirs Vineyard on your doorstep. Pop by for
a bottle of Hampshire’s finest or attend one of the pairedmenu dinners throughout the year. The vineyard can even
host private dining and weddings! Sante!
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No candlestickmaker.
But a butcher,
baker,
fishmonger,
florist…
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Pubs/Restaurants

Fishmonger‘s

Village Hall

Doctor's

Dry cleaner‘s

Florist‘s

Hairdresser‘s

Optician‘s

Pharmacy

Bus Stop

Coffee Shop

Butcher‘s

Bakery

Post Office

Bank

Supermarket

Health Shop

Church

Dentist's

To Salisbury

Winchester

33.1 miles, 52 minutes

10.5 miles, 20 minutes

1 hour 8 minutes,
every 60 minutes
(from Botley Station)

20 minutes,
every 60 minutes
(from Botley Station)

A31

ithin reach

M3

South Downs
National Park
Eastleigh
9.7 miles, 22 minutes

M3

Fair Oak

Not only does Bishop’s Waltham offer most of everything you could
possibly need, it is uniquely and conveniently connected to major road
networks and mainline train destinations via nearby Botley Station.

Explore ancient woodland and lowland

Furthermore, the village is served by well-regarded schools in the

heaths, lush landscapes and hidden gems.

immediate vicinity and independent options only minutes’ drive away,

Discover the white cliffs of Seven Sisters,

offering you all you need to provide for a growing family.

and endless breathtaking views across
1600km2 of endless adventure.

Local schools

4.2 miles, 8 minutes

Bishop’s Waltham Infant School
Ofsted rating: Outstanding

M27

A36

To London
2 hours
72.8 miles,

M27

1 hour 29 minutes,
every 60 minutes
(from Botley Station)

Southampton

M271

10 minutes’ walk/2 minutes’ drive
Consistently achieving higher than national results for children aged 4-7,
Bishop’s Waltham Infant School prides itself on outstanding teachers, an
excellent curriculum and rigorous target setting.

Bishop’s Waltham Junior School
Ofsted rating: Good

9 minutes’ walk/3 minutes’ drive
The village’s main primary school acts as a direct feed into nearby

11.1 miles, 33 minutes

Swanmore College and aims to equip children to become well-rounded

40 minutes,
every 60 minutes
(from Botley Station)

individuals who are confident in an ever-changing world.

Bishop’s Waltham Montessori School
Ofsted rating: Outstanding

A33

5 minutes’ walk/1 minute’s drive
By way of the renowned Montessori ethos, this school’s approach is child
centred, making the young pupil’s first steps in education enjoyable, safe
and rewarding.

Swanmore College of Technology
Ofsted rating: Good

New Forest
National Park

Southampton
Water

M27

features such highlights as Exbury House,
Beaulieau and the Isle of Wight, just a short
hop across The Solent.

This modern school with traditional values seeks to provide an excellent
education for all pupils and a thriving environment in which to flourish,
through the key values of innovation, collaboration and challenge.

The King’s School, Fair Oak
ISI approved

Connecting Hampshire to Dorset, Wiltshire
and the south west beyond, the New Forest

30 minutes’ walk/5 minutes’ drive

Fareham
8 miles, 18 minutes
8 minutes,
every 60 minutes
(from Botley Station)

15 minutes’ drive
This independent school offers both primary and secondary education
for children between the ages of 4-16, situated in nearby Fair Oak. The
school aims to provide education of quality and excellence in a loving, safe
Christian environment.

Ofsted rating correct as of September 2018.
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Distances and times have been taken from Google Maps and are subject
to time of day, travelling and traffic conditions.
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This image is for illustrative purposes only, not open space but a heavy tree belt.

We want each home to be

pecial
Rachel Davies, Technical Director,
describes Bargate Homes’ vision for Deer Walk.
Bargate has nurtured a reputation for the quality of its

We don’t design homes based on what’s easy to build. Instead,

developments. Patiently rejecting land offer after land offer,

we carefully consider how people will live in the home and

until prestige sites become available; then creating distinct

what’s important to them.

developments, reflecting the uniqueness and charm of their
locale. Nowhere is this more evident than at Deer Walk.
Rachel Davies describes the painstaking process involved:
“At Bargate, we talk a lot about our responsibilities. Not only to
our buyers and the communities, but also our responsibilities
to the architecture of those communities.
With Deer Walk, we had a strong vision from the outset, wanting

So, each house type – be it a two-, three-, four- or fivebedroom home – not only becomes a home, but an
aspirational home too.
Moreover, home by home, each property has individual,
distinguishing features, from the stunning terrace of The
Wykeham; to the rollover steps in the gardens of The
Langton and The Beaufort.”

each home to feel individual, reflecting the eclectic mix which

Exuding a passion for her company’s ethos and product,

you find in a market town like Bishop’s Waltham. The undulating

Rachel concludes:

rhythm of rooflines; the mix of traditional materials; the detailing,
taken from small cottages to the grand merchants’ houses.

“We genuinely care about what we do. It’s about doing things the
right way and not cutting corners. In years to come, I believe that

Indeed, characterful buttresses have been added to walls;

people will see Deer Walk as a classic Bargate development – a

rural granite-style kerbs used, rather than concrete; and estate

contemporary interpretation of the architectural diversity of a

railings incorporated. Seemingly small details, yet ones that

medieval market town. Quite fitting, really, for homes with the

re-inforce the grandeur of the development.

Bishop of Winchester’s hunting grounds as their backdrop!”

Whilst traditional in outlook, these homes benefit from an array
of contemporary styling features such as kitchen/diners with

16

islands, first floor terraces and walk-in dressing rooms.
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ision.

This image is for illustrative purposes only, not open space but a heavy tree belt.

Georgian splendour refined for today’s lifestyle
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Turn off Coppice Hill and feel the strains of modern living recede
as you enter this enclosed development, where homes have been
positioned to enhance privacy and sit side by side with nature.

ake up to nature’s chorus

Where the rear boundary, The Park Lug, marks the border of the
original palace estate, with open fields beyond and The King’s
Way footpath for you to tread the hunting grounds of the bishops
of yesteryear.
Close your eyes.
Listen.
Just you, your thoughts and nature.

Our homes

The names of our homes are those of the Bishops and craftsmen who inspired the development
of the neighbouring Palace of Bishop’s Waltham and it’s estate, centuries ago.
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The Paulet

The Curll

The Gardiner

These characterful two-bedroom

These three-bedroom double-fronted

These three-bedroom cottages feature

cottages have been designed for modern

cottages boast an open-plan interior,

a large kitchen/diner, with access to

living, featuring an open-plan layout,

sizeable rear garden, garage and

the garage and dedicated utility area.

laundry cupboard and stylish en-suite to

private parking. See page 24

See page 26

Homes 1 & 2

Homes 10, 11, 23 & 24

6

9

Homes 12, 25 & 28

5

4

3

2

10

1

11

the master bedroom. See page 22
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24
25
22

23

21
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The Ponet

The Langton

The Beaufort

This well-positioned four-bedroom

These three-bedroom family homes

These distinctive four-bedroom

family home has been designed as a

are designed for style, comfort and

family homes have been optimally

one-of-a-kind within the development.

convenience. See page 32

designed with a superb kitchen/

Home 13

Homes 14 & 16

14

28

20

15

Homes 15, 17 & 18

16

19

17

diner, living room, study, utility room

See page 30

and garage. See page 36
18

The Wykeham

The Wynford

The Browne

These impressive three-storey homes

These superior five-bedroom family

Homes reserved for Vivid Homes.

offer substantial reception rooms, a

homes boast a substantial kitchen/

first-floor balcony and five double

diner with an additional living area,

bedrooms. See page 38

ideal for entertaining friends and

Homes 19 & 22

Homes 20 & 21

Homes 3-9, 26 & 27

family alike. See page 40
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This site plan is for guidance only and should not be relied on. Please check with a sales advisor for the latest, most up-to-date layout
and materials, including (but not limited to) parking spaces, landscaping, paving and pathways.
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T

hese gorgeous homes have the appearance of

traditional cottages, yet have been designed with a
layout perfectly adapted to suit the needs of modern

living. Enter the large family living room, with convenient storage

cupboard, and continue into the open-plan kitchen/diner, with
high-specification integrated appliances and boasting a
dedicated laundry cupboard. Upstairs, two double bedrooms
feature ample wardrobe space, with dormer windows and
sloping ceilings adding to a distinctly traditional feel.

Additionally, the master bedroom benefits from a contemporary
three-piece en-suite and a large storage cupboard.

T

H

E

Paulet
H O M E S

1

&

2

*

2

1

Bedroom 1
Bedroom 2

Living Room

24

First Floor
3528 x 3026mm

11’ 7” x 9’ 11”

4328 x 3410mm

14’ 2” x 11’ 2”

Ground Floor
4360 x 3672mm

14’ 4” x 12’ 0”

Kitchen/Diner

4328 x 3078mm

14’ 2” x 10’ 1”

Utility

1320 x 1310mm

4’ 4” x 4’ 4”

*Window to home 1 only
All floor plans and CGIs are for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon. Please see full disclaimer on page 52.
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1

****
3

Bedroom 1

2

First Floor
3464 x 3410mm

11’ 4” x 11’ 2”

Bedroom 2

3266 x 2914mm

10’ 9” x 9’ 7”

Bedroom 3

2698 x 2289mm

8’ 10” x 7’ 6”

***

UC

*

**

Living Room

Ground Floor
5020 x 3399mm

16’ 6” x 11’ 2”

Kitchen/Diner

5020 x 3150mm

16’ 6” x 10’ 4”

Garage

6082 x 3110mm

20’ 0” x 10’3”

T

hese elegant cottages feature a spacious family
living room and an open-plan kitchen/diner, with
high-specification integrated appliances, offering

T
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E

Curll
HOMES 10, 11, 23 & 24

access to the sizeable rear garden. With a large storage
cupboard off the welcoming hallway and an under-stairs
cupboard, complete with plumbing for a washing machine,
off the kitchen, these homes have been created with you and
your family in mind. On the first floor, the master bedroom
boasts a fitted wardrobe and stylish three-piece en-suite.

* No window to homes 10 & 11
** Window located here on homes 10 & 11
*** Garage not attached on homes 10 & 11
**** Window to home 10
UC = Utility cupboard
Homes 11 & 24 are handed versions of the floor plans and CGI shown

This is accompanied by the second double bedroom,
contemporary family bathroom and third, single bedroom
which can easily function as an office, study or play room.

Homes 10 & 11 are semi-detached homes and painted with black windows
Homes 23 & 24 are link detached by garage
Please note, porches vary in style on these homes
All floor plans and CGIs are for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon. Please see full disclaimer on page 52.
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T

T

hese alternatively designed cottages feature
a large kitchen/diner with modern island and
additional space for dining, while the front-

facing living room offers seclusion and a quieter space to
relax. Upstairs, the master bedroom benefits from a fitted
wardrobe and contemporary three-piece en-suite. This
is accompanied by the second double bedroom, stylish
family bathroom and third, single bedroom. The single
garage, with private driveway, features a dedicated utility
area to the rear, maximising the form and function of this
beautiful family home.
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Gardiner
H O M E S

1 2 ,

2 5

&
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2

1

First Floor

Bedroom 1

4074 x 3674mm

13’ 4” x 12’ 0”

Bedroom 2

3351 x 2929mm

11’ 0” x 9’ 7”

Bedroom 3

2806 x 2210mm

9’ 3” x 7’ 3”

*
Living Room

Ground Floor
2989 x 4321mm

9’ 10” x 14’ 2”

Kitchen/Diner

5235 x 4366mm

17’ 2” x 14’ 4”

Garage/Utility

6330 x 2886mm

20’ 9” x 9’ 6”

*Window located here on homes 25 & 28
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Home 25 is a handed version of the floor plans and CGI shown
All floor plans and CGIs are for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon. Please see full disclaimer on page 52.
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We are
family

When the village organises a summer kids’ treat event, taking over the
high street, with 37 local groups coming together to provide free
activities for residents’ children, not only do you get a measure of
community spirit, but a real sense of how special Bishop’s Waltham is as
a location to raise a family.
This friendly, supportive environment, coupled with first-class local
education opportunities and numerous clubs and groups, means that
the village is much sought after by discerning parents.
Moreover, the overall design of Deer Walk is most appealing to families.
A smaller collection of homes, in a secluded location, next to open
countryside, with properties spaced for privacy and created with great
care and attention – for the enjoyment of all.
Take The Beaufort. Evolved from popular family homes which we have
previously created, this is the ultimate living space. With wellproportioned rooms, a spacious kitchen/diner and beautiful aspect to
the walled garden, this home also benefits from additional study space
and a separate utility room – a must-have with energetic kids around!
The Wynford has five large, double bedrooms, so minimising that
‘debate’ over room size! Meanwhile, parents can enjoy a luxury master
bedroom, with four-piece en-suite, dressing room and Juliet balcony.
With a spacious kitchen, dining and living room, this home is perfect for
family entertaining. It even has an additional reception room which could
easily be taken over by the kids as their TV room!
Deer Walk really is a unique opportunity to purchase a beautiful family
home in a charming, family-orientated village community.
The family connotations don’t end there, however. Time and time again,
we are told by buyers that the attentive nature of the customer service
they receive feels like being looked after by one of their own family, as
thoughtful, individual members of the Bargate family of employees
(across sales, construction and customer service) all take a personal and
caring interest in delivering your dream home.
We look forward to your family becoming part of our family.
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T

his unique home occupies a focal corner at the
entrance of the development. Moreover, the
position of this home and its design means that

it will enjoy the sunshine throughout the entire day. From
the entrance hall lies a large family living room with dual
aspect, a spacious and modern kitchen/diner, which benefits
from integrated appliances, and a study, with its deep bay
window, which could easily become a separate dining room
or guest bedroom. Upstairs are three well-proportioned
bedrooms, as well as a statement master bedroom,
boasting an en-suite and dual fitted wardrobes, complete
with a vaulted ceiling to create a truly special retreat.
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Ponet
H O M E

1 3

1

First Floor

2

Bedroom 1
4747 x 4014mm

15’ 7” x 13’ 2”

Bedroom 2
3601 x 3210mm

11’ 10” x 10’ 6”

Bedroom 3
3360 x 2578mm

11’ 0” x 8’ 6”

Bedroom 4
2562 x 2112mm

8’ 5” x 6’ 11”

3
4

Ground Floor

32

Living Room
4668 x 3557mm

15’ 4” x 11’ 8”

Kitchen/Diner
4547 x 4014mm

14’ 11” x 13’ 2”

Study
3724 x 2662mm

12’ 3” x 8’ 9”

Utility
2061 x 1910mm

6’ 9” x 6’ 3”

All floor plans and CGIs are for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon. Please see full disclaimer on page 52.
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2

1

3

Bedroom 1

First Floor
3586 x 3380mm

11’ 9” x 11’ 1”

Bedroom 2

3395 x 3144mm

11’ 2” x 10’ 4”

Bedroom 3

3600 x 2735mm

11’ 10” x 9’ 0”

Study/Snug

2926 x 2621mm

9’ 7” x 8’ 7”

Living Room

Ground Floor
6417 x 3100mm

21’ 1” x 10’ 2”

Kitchen/Diner

6417 x 3336mm

21’ 1” x 10’ 11”

Garage

6082 x 3110mm

20’ 0” x 10’ 3”

Utility

2204 x 1616mm

7’ 3” x 5’ 4”

F

rom the large entrance hall lies both a sizeable

T
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Langton
HOMES 14 & 16

Please note, window and porch styles vary on these homes

All floor plans and CGIs are for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon. Please see full disclaimer on page 52.

kitchen/diner and an equally large and majestic
living room, both with access to the characterful

walled garden beyond. The separate utility room off the
kitchen/diner and useful storage cupboard off the welcoming
hallway are included for added convenience. Upstairs, the
three double bedrooms are crowned by the master, with its
own fitted wardrobe and en-suite, there’s even a study/snug
which could easily be transformed into a fourth bedroom.
Outside, the roll-over walls and sleeper steps act as the
finishing touches to these stunning homes.
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Downsize
disgracefully
It’s a fact that over half the UK population is now aged 50+, with many of
these having the most pleasant of quandaries.
The children have flown the nest, meaning the family home – often with
substantial equity gains – can be sold. Furthermore, the chief income
earner is probably at peak earnings; the spouse often returning to work
(full or part time); and they are likely to inherit substantial assets.
Unsurprisingly, many are looking to truly indulge in their next move and
create the luxury home they’ve always wanted.
Small wonder then that Bargate Homes are proving extremely popular with
this audience, for reasons of head and heart. From a practical perspective,
they are virtually maintenance free, with superior energy efficiency and
lower running costs. Whilst the generously proportioned and luxuriously
specified house designs allow for the happiest of family visits and
entertainment of guests; with those reserving early being able to further
personalise their finishes, to truly make their new home their own.
Many wish to downsize, but recent research* suggests that 65% of over 55’s
wanting to buy a new home favoured a move to a 4 bedroom or bigger
home. So, whether it’s a case of downsizing, same-sizing or upsizing, Bargate
offers the most exclusive and aspirational of alternatives at Deer Walk.

The locations they choose. The smaller
developments.
I like that none of the houses are the same and
they all look unique.
The variety of the finish is brilliant and the
whole process was very easy.
The layout of the homes are fantastic internally
and externally.

*Source : Moving insights from the over-55s, NHBC Foundation
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T

I

nspired by the popularity of similar designs, these
homes maximise living space. Downstairs, a spacious
kitchen/diner with island opens seamlessly through

double doors to beautiful views of the walled garden.
Rounding off the ground floor is an ample reception room
and a second living area which could double as a study.
Upstairs, the master bedroom boasts a dressing room and
contemporary four-piece en-suite. This is accompanied
by three further double bedrooms – one of which has an
en-suite – and a stylish family bathroom.
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Beaufort
H O M E S

1 5 ,

1 7

&

1 8

2

1

*
3

Bedroom 1

4

First Floor
3666 x 3133mm

12’ 0” x 10’ 3”

2429 x 1917mm

8’ 0” x 6’ 4”

Bedroom 2

4026 x 2933mm

13’ 2” x 9’ 8”

Bedroom 3

3666 x 2760mm

12’ 0” x 9’ 1”

Bedroom 4

4003 x 2760mm

13’ 2” x 9’ 1”

Dressing Room

**

Living Room

Ground Floor
4255 x 3622mm

14’ 0” x 11’ 11”

Kitchen/Diner

9870 x 3400mm

32’ 5” x 11’ 2”

Garage

6082 x 3110mm

20’ 0” x 10’ 3”

Study

3232 x 2499mm

10’ 7” x 8’ 2”

Utility

2226 x 1910mm

7’ 4” x 6’ 3”

* Window is shorter on home 15

38

** Garage is in different position relative to house on homes 17 & 18
Please note, window styles vary on these homes
All floor plans and CGIs are for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon. Please see full disclaimer on page 52.
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E

nter through the grand hallway with its feature staircase
leading to a light-filled landing with snug area. The
sizeable ground floor boasts a spacious kitchen/diner

Second Floor
4

5

Bedroom 4
4360 x 3655mm
Bedroom 5
4948 x 3655mm

with island and additional living area overlooking the private rear
garden – ideal for sunny days! A useful pantry and a generous
utility room complete the array of facilities. Upstairs, there is a

14’ 4” x 12’ 0”

regal master bedroom with dressing room, four-piece en-suite and
an impressive terrace. Two double bedrooms, with an en-suite

16’ 3” x 12’ 0”

to the second bedroom and dual access to the contemporary
family bathroom from the third bedroom, round off the first floor.
Two further double bedrooms and a second stylish bathroom
complete the second floor to these remarkable family homes.

First Floor
3

1

2

Bedroom 1
4254 x 4057mm

14’ 0” x 13’ 4”

Terrace
3590 x 2600mm

11’ 9” x 8’ 6”

Dressing Room
3154 x 1570mm

10’ 4” x 5’ 2”

Bedroom 2
4080 x 3819mm

13’ 5” x 12’ 6”

Bedroom 3
3662 x 3604mm

12’ 0” x 11’ 10”

Ground Floor
Living Room
4710 x 4210mm

15’ 6” x 13’ 10”

Kitchen/Dining/Family Room
7152 x 6741mm 23’ 6” x 22’ 1”

*

Study
3444 x 3430mm

11’ 4” x 11’ 3”

Pantry
1198 x 1094mm

3’ 11” x 3’ 7”

Utility
3420 x 2735mm

11’ 3” x 9’ 0”

*
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* Optional shower and dual access door available as a customer extra. Terms and conditions apply.
All floor plans and CGIs are for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon. Please see full disclaimer on page 52.
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Wykeham
H O M E S

1 9

&

2 2
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B

eyond the impressive entrance, spacious hallway
and feature staircase beckons a breathtaking
kitchen/diner with integrated appliances, modern

island and additional living area overlooking the private
rear garden. Complete with a large pantry and utility
room, these homes truly are a host’s dream! The generous
family living room, contemporary WC and versatile study/
snug/children’s room complete the ground floor to these
exceptional family homes. The first floor is equally as
outstanding, with four substantial double bedrooms, along
with a master bedroom suite boasting a stylish dressing
room, four-piece en-suite and Juliet balcony.
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Bedroom 1
5702 x 4220mm

18’ 9” x 13’ 10”

Dressing Room
2545 x 1770mm

8’ 4” x 5’ 10”

Bedroom 2
4803 x 3526mm

15’ 9” x 11’ 7”

Bedroom 3
3794 x 3260mm

12’ 5” x 10’ 8”

Bedroom 4
3568 x 2960mm

11’ 9” x 9’ 9”

Bedroom 5
3285 x 3060mm

10’ 9” x 10’ 1”

Ground Floor
Living Room
5388 x 3750mm

17’ 8” x 12’ 4”

Kitchen/Diner
11170 x 6917mm 36’ 8” x 22’ 8”

*
*

Study
4404 x 2932mm

14’ 5” x 9’ 8”

Pantry
1810 x 1060mm

5’ 11” x 3’ 6”

Utility
2610 x 2498mm

8’ 7” x 8’ 2”

*Optional shower and dual access door available as a customer extra. Terms and conditions apply.
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Please note, porches and elevational styles vary on these homes.
All floor plans and CGIs are for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon. Please see full disclaimer on page 52.
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You
Specification

get
more
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Delight is in the detail

Kitchen & Utility

It’s an extensive list full of quality features – big and small – which we

Kitchen Furniture

Floor units, wall units with LED spotlights

include as standard, to make your new home special… because that’s

Utility Furniture

Floor units with 40mm laminate worktop

the way a new home should be.

Worktops (2 & 3 bedrooms)

40mm laminate worktop and complementary upstands with window
board to match

Worktops (4 & 5 bedrooms)

30mm granite worktop and complementary upstands with granite
window sill to match

Kitchen Sink (2 & 3 bedrooms)

Stainless-steel 1½ bowl sink, Blanco chrome mixer tap

Kitchen Sink (4 & 5 bedrooms)

Undermount sink, Blanco chrome mixer tap

Utility Room Sink

Stainless-steel single bowl sink, Blanco chrome mixer tap

Oven (2 bedrooms)

Stainless-steel electric single oven with slide and hide door

Oven (3 bedrooms)

Stainless-steel electric double oven

Oven (4 & 5 bedrooms)

Stainless-steel electric single oven with slide and hide door and
combination microwave

Hob (2 & 3 bedrooms)

Four-burner stainless-steel gas hob

Hob (4 & 5 bedrooms)

Four-zone induction hob

Hood
Fridge Freezer
Dishwasher
Lighting

60cm glass and stainless-steel hood complete with glass splashback
Integrated fridge freezer, with door and handle to match kitchen units
Integrated dishwasher with door and handle to match kitchen units
Recessed LED down lights

Bathrooms, En-suites & WCs
Wall Finish (2 & 3 bedrooms)

Half-height tiling to all walls with sanitary ware on only and full height tiling to
shower enclosures

Wall Finish (4 & 5 bedrooms)
Window Sills
Trim

Half-height tiling to all walls and full height tiling to shower enclosures
Ceramic tiling
Chrome trim on exposed edges and corners

Flooring

Ceramic tiling

Lighting

Recessed LED down lights to all bathrooms and en-suites

Power

Dual-voltage shaver socket to all bathrooms and en-suites

Towel Rails
WC
Vanity Units and Basins
Shower Fixtures (2 & 3 bedrooms)

Ladder radiator to all bathrooms, en-suites and WCs
Close-coupled or concealed cisterns with soft close seat
Vanity units to all bathrooms, en-suites & WCs
Exposed thermostatic shower valve complete with fixed head and hair rinse on
riser rail to master en-suite. Electric shower to additional en-suites

Shower Fixtures (4 & 5 bedrooms)

Exposed thermostatic shower valve to complete with fixed head and hair rinse
on riser rail

Baths
Bath Fixtures

44

1700 x 700mm steel bath
Exposed thermostatic bath with low-level hair rinse with push type bath waste
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Internal Finishes & Features

Doors

Architraves
Skirtings

Pre-finished solid-core oak coloured doors
18 x 69mm MDF pencil round
18 x 119mm MDF pencil round

Window Boards

25mm MDF

Dressing Rooms

Walk-in closet with shelving, rails and handles (where applicable)

Wardrobes
(master bedrooms)
Door Fittings
Window Fittings
Mirrors

Sliding wardrobe with mirrored doors
Polished chrome levers manufactured by Carlisle Brass
Chrome window fittings. White French door fittings
Polished-edge mirrors above basins in WCs and master en-suites.

4

Width to match basin

Socket / Switches

5

Multiplate (Living Rooms)

Electrical & Lighting
White moulded slimline sockets and switches
2 x double sockets, 2 x satellite, 1 x BT, 1 x TV point

BT Points (2 & 3 bedrooms)

BT points in kitchen/diner and master bedroom

BT Points (4 & 5 bedrooms)

BT points in kitchen/diner, study and master bedroom

TV Points (2 & 3 bedrooms)

TV points in kitchen/diner and all bedrooms

TV Points (4 & 5 bedrooms)

TV points in kitchen/diner, study and all bedrooms

Satellite
Fibre Broadband
Alarms
Ventilation

Pre-wired for Sky Q
Pre-wired for Openreach installation
Carbon monoxide and smoke detectors fitted
Slimline mechanical extractor fan to WCs, bathrooms, en-suites,
kitchens and utility rooms

Doorbell
External lights
External sockets

Chrome bell push and chime set
Stylish external porch lighting
Waterproof external socket for added convenience

Plumbing & Heating

Boiler (2 & 3 bedrooms) Gas combi boiler with a 5-year warranty
Boiler (Home 13) Gas combi boiler with a 5-year warranty

Boiler (4 & 5 bedrooms) Gas boiler with a 5-year warranty and fitted hot water cyclinders

Underfloor heating (4 & 5 bedrooms) To ground floor only
Radiators Stelrad Compact

Heating Control Seven-day electronic programmer with wall mounted thermostat
External Tap External tap with insulated pipework where possible
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We endeavour to improve upon our development, therefore we may occasionally substitute items within this specification.
Bargate Homes reserves the right to make these substitutions as necessary. Please ask a sales advisor for further details.
Images depict previous Bargate Homes interiors.
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Giving back to our
community.
As a business, we have a purpose beyond profit.
Given that our employees live in the beautiful area in which we
develop, we have a fundamental responsibility to not only enrich the
lives of those who buy our homes, but further enrich the place we all
call ‘home’.
To give back to the communities in which we operate and genuinely
leave a positive legacy for future generations.
In Bishop’s Waltham, we have contributed £644,400 to the local
community. £146,837 for five classroom extensions to Bishop’s
Waltham Infant and Junior schools. £200,534 for local, affordable
housing (in addition to the homes reserved for Vivid Homes within the
development). £8,800 towards conservation measures in The Moors,
opposite the development. £288,269 has been allocated for
infrastructure projects across the district. We’ve even paid for a
footpath to be created, linking Deer Walk with the 115-mile-long
Pilgrim’s Trail.
That’s the Bargate way. We care.

“We have a

purpose
beyond profit.”
48
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Doing
what we say.
With a 98% customer satisfaction rating*, we have an enviable reputation for building
homes of high quality and delivering on our promises to buyers.
Quite simply, we do what we say we’re going to do.
So, we can assure you that the Bargate team has carefully overseen the construction of your
home, to current best practice, to the plans supplied and to the specification detailed in
your brochure – using high quality products, supplied by reputable suppliers. We’ll show
you around your new home at various stages of construction and explain how things work
during your pre-completion home demonstration.
Moreover, at Bargate this commitment to quality goes a stage further. Such is the pride in
our product, that your home – like every single one we build – will be further inspected by
one of our board of Directors. Only when they are completely satisfied, will your home be
released for you to move in to.
However, we recognise that many people are involved in the construction of your new home
and at the beginning of the build process it’s open to the variable British climate so
sometimes minor snags occur. In fact, despite assurances you may have heard from some of
our competitors, we don’t believe the perfect house has ever been built.
Recognising this truth enables us to properly deal with any issues that may arise. Our
dedicated customer care team will rectify any legitimate matter promptly, for up to two
years after completion. Furthermore, all our homes come with a 10-year structural warranty
to give you further peace of mind.
In short, we feel that this is a sensible and pragmatic approach in an industry where

Close your eyes.
Listen.
Just you,
your thoughts,
and nature.

competitors often disappoint by over-promising and under-delivering.
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*Source : In-House Ltd, independent market research 2018.
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Get in touch
E-mail
info@bargatehomes.co.uk
Telephone
01489 449004
Visit us at:
Deer Walk, off Coppice Hill, Bishop’s Waltham, Hampshire SO32 1AG

This brochure is intended as a sales guide to Bargate Homes. The accuracy of visual imagery, measurement, depiction of environment, home position and home layout should be
confirmed with a sales advisor on site or through your solicitor. Purchasers or prospective purchasers (whether or not they enter into a contract to purchase a home within the
development) should not rely on anything printed in this brochure or orally indicated by sales staff as forming any part of any contract to purchase a home.
All photography in this brochure is indicative of the local area and does not represent the specific site surroundings or aspect. All floor plans and CGIs are of a house type and do
not necessarily reflect the detail of any particular home. These are used for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon. External materials, landscaping, garage
attachment/position, window/door position, handing and external works may vary to that which is shown. All dimensions are accurate to within 50mm and where given are maximums
which include any fitted wardrobes or similar features. Furnishings on the floor plans (including but not exclusive to kitchen, bathroom, en-suite and WC layouts) are indicative only
and should not be relied upon. Interior furnishings are not included with the sale of any property. Please ask a sales advisor for more information.
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